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customer
value

Remember that the required customer donation to unlock the GOOD Deal essentially
decreases discount or value offered to the customer. Make sure that the required
donation is less than or equal to the savings the customer will experience by
participating in the GOOD Deal. For example, if the deal offers a $10 savings on a
purchase, a $5 donation might make sense. The better the overall savings to the
customer, the more likely they will be to participate.

WHAT'S THE RIGHT DONATION AMOUNT?
 
Once you have created your          Deal, it’s time to set
the donation amount that customers pay to “unlock” the
deal. We have a few tips to help you set an optimal
donation amount.

good

bridge to
mission
message

Get creative on ways that the dollar donation amount can help you create a branded
“mission moment” with customers. For example, if your nonprofit likes to quote a statistic
that $5.06 can feed a child lunch for a day, consider using $5.06 as the required
donation amount. The striking price point can serve as an opportunity for store
employees to easily communicate the “why” of the deal while spreading your brand and
mission.

dON'T AIM
TOO LOW

Remember that Generopolis retains $.49 plus 10% of each customer donation to defray
Paypal credit card and our other admin fees. Because of this admin fee, a $1.00
donation does not provide enough return on your fundraising efforts. We recommend a
$5 minimum donation amount unless you’re certain that your deal is going to be claimed
by a very high number of customers.

CONSIDER
MULTIPLE
DONATION
LEVELS

Your business partner may decide that they would like to run multiple types of deals over
the course of your GOOD Deal promotional window or they may like to experiment with
customer choice on how much to donate. 

Multiple Deals Example: If a restaurant wants to offer a buy-one-get-one-free lunch
entrée for a $7 donation but needs a $17 donation value for a similar offer at dinner. In
that case, the restaurant would print the $7 QR code in their lunch menu but print the
$17 QR code in their dinner menu.

Customer Choice Example: We have seen that, when customers are offered potential
two donation amounts, 65 percent of customers select the higher donation level despite
the decrease to their own overall savings. So if a clothing boutique was going to run a
“25% off your purchase” deal, they may wish to place two QR codes at the register, side-
by-side, and let customers choose whether to scan at a $5 level or $10 level.


